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FORM incorrectly attributed the image of the Chris
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Menrad House designed by William Krisel to the
wrong photogapher.The photograph was taken
by John Crosse.
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FORM Holiday Celebration
and Gift Card Drive
at the Artemide showroom in West Hollywood
FORM

AND Artemide joined forces to celebrate the end

of a spectacular year and toast the November/December
issue dedicated to patronage.The event also raised $2000
in gift cards and donations for the Los Angeles Children's
Hospital to distribute to patients and their families.
SpecCeramics and StonePeak Ceramics were on hand to
introduce their new range of anti-bacterial products,
and Zimmer Gunsut Frasca showcased images from
CHLA's New Hospital Building project. Other sponsors
included 360 Organic Vodka, Honest Tea and Repurpose
Compostables.

INTERIORS ISSUE
Thursday, April 1, 6:30 - 9:00 PM
hosted by InterfacefiOR and CDTin
IPJQNEERINe

J

design

• ^

cohosted by

THE

SUDtNGDOOn
COMPANY.

FORM invites you to celebrate the March/April Interiors issue
and our new partnerships with A5ID Los Angeles and IIDA
Southern California.Enjoy the new Downtown LA/South Park
showrooms of InterfaceFLOR and their new neighbor The
Sliding Door Company.
InterfaceFLOR, 1111 5. Grand Ave., #103
Los Angeles, 90015
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Please R5VP to rsvpraformmag.net
Include name, title, company, phone and email
Space is limited.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

House, loft, abode, dwelling...there are many words
to describe the places where we live. But what transforms
a structure into a home? The answer is always subjective
and personal to each individual, to each client. For this
reason, architects and interiors designers must transcend
their traditional roles and
become listeners, translators
and even therapists, trying

The translation and application of a client's
desires into a tangible structure requires
cooperation between numerous professionals
but when does this collaboration begin? More
and more architects and interior designers are

to draw out their client's
aspirations and needs.

beginning to work together in the planning
stages of a project, embracing a more holistic
approach.This symbiosis is evident in the Harold
English house <p. 26) where architect Annie
Chu and interior designer Kay Kollar created a
unified vision implemented over a decade-long
relationship. Similarly, Mexican designer Ezequiel Farca (p.30), educated as both
an industrial designer and architect, has embraced the idea of cross-pollinating
disciplines at his studio in Mexico City. Each project begins with a brainstorming
session to develop a concept that will integrate the exterior and interior vision.
Encouraging more collaboration between the disciplines at the outset of a
project may inspire work that not only translates the client's expectations but
also transcends them.

O

B

What’s new in Hollywood? Madame Tussauds Entertainment Experience.
Hollywood’s recently completed Madame TUssauds is a 40,000 sf three-story structural steel building
FEATURING A MUSEUM ATTRACTION AND TWO LEVELS OF SUBTERRANEAN PARKING. ThE STUNNING EXTERIOR SKIN
INCORPORATES ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE, ZINC PANELS, CURTAIN-WALL GLAZING AND CURVED MASONRY
SHEAR WALLS. BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING WAS UTILIZED TO ENSURE THE COMPLICATED
GEOMETRY WAS PERFECTLY EXECUTED.

With projects like Madame Tussauds Entertainment Experience,
Morley Builders demonstrates the kind of strength you can build on.

ZnORLEX BUILDERS
BUILDING SMARTER
Santa Monica I Irvine I San Diego
WWW.MORLEYBUILDERS.COM .

Building in Southern California
For Over 60 Years
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Contemporary Crafts
A hi-tech spin on traditional weaving
Creation Baumann, Grace from Essenza collection
For more than 100 years. Swiss designers Creation Baumann have produced
high-quality textiles. Leading the charge in developing the highest
European standards for environmental protection, sustainability has
become synonymous with the family business's production philosophy.
The company excels at utilizing new technology in contemporary
textiles to capture the essence of traditional weaving methods.The
Grace design from the new Essenza collection of Living Line is rooted In
a filigree embroidery technique, dating back io1883.The base cloth is
etched away by machine revealing only the delicate embroidery.
Manufactured with a metallic sheen fabric, the end result imitates
hand-worked Venetion lace with a contemporary twist.The fabric costs
$214 per yard.

more information: 212-906-0106
www.creationbaumann.com

Pollack, Sneak Peek from
Modern Times collection

Arc-Corn, Radiant
Inspired by the intricate craft of Belgian lace

Mokum, RivoU from
Moderne collection

Weldir^g modern technique with fine detail, tf>e

making, Arc-Corn introduces its Radiant

The Australian designer has transformed the

top layer of a lustrous polyester cloth is laser

pattern. The reversible fabric reflects the

intricacies of the art deco era into Rivoli

cut to expose the sheer organza fabric

delicacy of handmade lace via a high warp

($139/yard). inspired by the tassel detail

beneath. The two layers are then elegantly

count and high luster polyester fill, and is

of a beaded flapper dress, time-honored

stitched together.The fabric is 56*and comes

available in earth tones, a creamy neutral

craftsmanship and ultra fine polyamide

in Quick Silver, Dappled, and Moonlight.

and a striking silver/btack. Prices range from

warp are blended into a contemporary,

Prices are available upon request,

$35 - $55 per square yard.

medium duty upholstery,

more Information: 212-627-7766

more information: 800-223-5466

more information: 866-523-4437

www.arc-com.com

wwfw.mokumtextiles.com

www.pollackassociates.com

-Karin Rose
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NEW YORK
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO
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COMPANY®
The signature choice for today's interiors.

NEWS AND REVIEWS
BOOK REVIEWS
Frank Gehry: The Houses
By Mildred Friedman. Rizzoli, $85;
www.rizzoUusa.com
As chief curator of the Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis,Mildred Friedman enlarged Gehry's
reputation in 1986 with a imajof traveling exhibition
and his first monograph. By then he had already
designed 19ofthe21 houses she analyzes so
expertly in this first survey of his residential
work. For Gehry, as for so many major architects,
the house was a laboratory—none more so than
the unrealized Peter Lewis house, a ten-year
exercise in testing ideas that would be fleshed
out in his mature work. An indispensable study.

The Iconic House:
Architectural Masterworks since 1900

SPOTLIGHT
Prism Art Gallery
The sharpest new addition to the Sunset Strip is
Prism, a glassy,glossy gallery designed by Marcelo
Spina and Georgina Huijich, partners in the Los
Angles firm Patterns. Gray-tinted acrylic panels
are torqued to turn the facade into a portal. A
jutting bay of dear glass links the art to the bustle
of the boulevard, and a mezzanine gallery and
roof terrace add sweeping views. Australian gallery
owner P.C. Valmorblda (along with co-owner
Jared Najjar) sought an interactive space for bold
contemporary art, and the opening show was as

By Dominic Bradbury, Photography
by Richard Powers, Thames & Hudson, $65;
www.lhamesandhudson.com

Above: Untitted (Sh«ott-Goklstein
2007. Courtesy
of the artist and luhrir^g Augustine Gallery, New York;Thomas
Dane Gallery, London; Marc Foxx GaSery.Los Angeles; Studio
GuenzanI, Milan; Gallery KoyanagI, Tokyo; and Galeria Luisa
Sirina.Sao Paulo.

Many books have focused on classic 20th-century
houses, but none offer such an eclectic choice: a

EVENTS

hundred examples worldwide, eighty of which
are documented in detail with new photographs
and plans. It's a huge and exemplary undertaking,
with sparkling images by Powers, and a lively,
informative text by Bradbury that provides useful
background and puts the subjects into context.
He rounds up most of the usual suspects but
makes many surprisir>g discoveries in the process.

Luisa Lambri: Being There Exhibit
Hammer Museum
Do not miss the Luisa Lambri exhibit of large
black and white photographs that the Italian
artist created in John Lautner houses, focusing
on windows and the interplay with nature.
Lambri abstracts modernism and captures the
intangible essence of architectural landmarks.

confrontational as the billboards that overpower

The exhibit will be at the Hammer Museum

most of the buildings on this stretch of Sunset.

through June 13th. For more information visit

The Strip has changed out of all recognition since

www.hammer.ucla.edu/exhibitions.

Ed Ruscha documented its buildings; it’s time for

10899 Wilshire Bfvd. Westwood;310.443.7000.

a revised edition of his legendary foldoul book.
8746 W.Sar^setBM.. WestHollywood;310J71.7836

Poliform Opening
The few blocks of Beverly Boulevard from
Robertson to Doheny should bear a sign reading
'Little Milan' for the proliferation of Italian
design showrooms. Poliform recently opened a
lofty white showcase for its minimalist furnishings
by Dutch designer Marcel Wanders, Italians Carlo
Colombo and Paola Piva, and other notables.
Kikko Bestetti of Bestetti Associates created the
spacious and elegant room sets.
8818 Beverly Blvd, LA; 310.271.7836

-Michael Webb

PRISM ART GALLERY
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DISCOVER THE WORLDS
OF INTERIOR DESIGN
FIND A PROFESSIONAL
TO HELP YOU CREATE YOURS
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERIOR DESIGNERS
CA LOS ANGELES CHAPTER
8687 MELROSE AVENUE, SUITE B241
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90069

310-659-4716

WWW.ASIDLA.ORG

INSIDE BRIEF

INTERIOR DIALOGUE
Susanne Molina, Director at Klawiter and Associates, discusses nnisconceptions,
legislation and how interior design has changed over the years
What are the biggest misconceptions

(California Council for Interior Design Certih-

surrounding interior design?

cation). CCIDC has been trying to strengthen

architect and a new profession started to

Interior Design is a very complex profession

the certification incrementally to no avail.

take shape.

consisting of various types of designers—

As of two years ago, 5B1312 was introduced

commercial, residential, kitchen and bath—

in the Senate for registration of interior

What can the design community do to

practicing at various levels. As a commercial

designers in the State of California. Due to

address these misconceptions?

interior designer for over 25 years, I have

the State's current fiscal crisis, this has been

We must reach out and educate the public.

found there to be many misconceptions of

tabled. In the meantime, CCIDC has changed

We are a profession that is highly trained and

our profession. Many perceive it to be a

their exam and is no longer accepting the

educated to be able to seamlessly address

profession of decorators (and] pillow fluffers,

NCIDQ for certification. California is now the

and incorporate local and national codes into

and that we have no impact on life safety

only state that does not accept the exam for

our designs while creating an environment

and welfare. We have repeatedly heard this

certification. Additionally, if an interior

that may increase productivity, provide

from legislators when we talk to them—

designer wishes to join ASID or IIDA at the

flexibility for the future and simultaneously

they don't understand why we want to be

professional level, they must have taken and

reduce real estate costs.The design industry

registered, nor that much of our work does

passed the NCIDQ—two exams are required

currently has perhaps the broadest reach it's

require a stamp/signature with the governing

in the State of California for certification and to

had in decades. The public is extremely

bodies for approval.

be a professional member of either Association.

aware of design and responding to it and we

How would legislation affect interior
design professionals?
The big 'untruth' out there is that legislation

"The public is extremely aware of design and responding
to it and we need to take advantage of this [change]"
-SUSANNE MOLINA

will prevent anyone from calling [himself or

O
2
IH

execution of the interiors than that of the

herself] an interior designer and, therefore,

Why do you think this perception of

need to take advantage of this [change] as

put them out of work. This is not true, rather

"decorators" exists?

we work on legislation locally and nationally.

the proposed legislation was to keep the

The misconception surrounding interior

certified interior designer designation and to

design can be seen when you turn on HGTV

How has the interior design discipline

add."registered interior designer'This way,

and watch a myriad of shows that water down

changed over the last 10 years?

if you are legally working today as an interior

(or take the lowest common denominator

The profession has become more complex

designer you can continue to do so. The

of) what we do. Years ago, you had'designers/

through the continued changes [and] evo

registered interior designer designation

decorators" that concentrated on interior

lutions in technology, an increased demand

would give those that require it a stamp

spaces through furniture, furnishings and

for sustainability in our designs and a more

that is recognized throughout California for

finishes. At the same time, architects included

educated or aware client. When I first started

stamping and sealing their documents

interior design in their practice or specialized

in this profession, there were designers

without having to have a licensed architect

in it—one example would be Frank Lloyd

that specialized in certain areas and never

do so for them.

Wright who designed everything in his

became involved in project management,

homes down to the furniture and fabrics. I

construction documentation or construction

What certifications are available to interior

believe the public perceived the architect to

administration.Today, designers MUST know

designers?

be able to do everything from inception

AutoCAD (and REVIT is quickly following)

We aren't licensed in the State of California—

through completion (structure to the selection

and being cross-trained in all aspects of the

we only hold a certification that is administered

of materials). At some point, however, the

project is a big advantage. ■

by an independent organization—CCIDC

designer assumed a stronger role in the

2010
THE YEAR
FOR GREAT

DESIGN

Representing;

Davis Furniture
Peter Pepper
David Edward
ERG International
Gordon International
Jofco
CF Stinson Textiles
Takeform Architectural Graphics

www.stevefrancis.com
Follow US on Twitter: @SFSteveFrancis
Steve Francis Associates 714.241.3500 info@stevefrancis.com
Stone Mill Design Center, 2915 Red Hill Ave. #F-108, Costa Mesa, CA 92626

During a recent gathering at interior designer Fernando Diaz's home, we asked ten members
of the DNA to give us the scoop on how the economy has affected their profession.
How has the economy affected the industry?
DAN O'BRIEN, ARCFORM DESIGN ASSOCIATES:

I

WALTZER

MAUDE MACGILLIVRAY, MAUDE MACGILLIVRAY,
INC.: When

you get into a slower economy

We were hit very hard by the real estate

We've been working on smaller projects, on

doing, look at everything you are spending

market. It's a direct reflection on the interior

more fee-based projects as opposed to

on and all of a sudden you tighten the reigns.

design business because people are not

decorative projects, which I am confident will

moving as often.

come back. My existing clients are keeping

DESIGN:

I think

me in business working with less expensive

hours than having the markup on an assistant

it's an incredible opportunity to reexamine

materials, tenant Improvements, smaller

knowing they have downtime. So my billing

ways that we can present value to our clients.

spaces,commercial spaces as opposed to the

is a little down, but I’m doing the work and

I think the economy has forced us all to try

large residential spaces.

I'm loving it.

creative ways.

you have the ability to consider what you are

SUSANNA KOST, SUSANNA HOST INTERIOR

I make more money billing at my

MICHAEL BERMAN, MICHAEL BERMAN LIMITED:

You have a dozen different designers here and

How do you see the industry in the future?

SARI EHRENREICH, SARI EHRENREICH DESIGNS:

you will get a dozen different points of view.

KOST: I

Even rich people don't want to admit to

None of us have the exact same scenario. All

with their money, they don't want to be as

see change. People want to be smarter

spending money right now. I believe that

of the little projects have slowed down for

ostentatious.

after being a designer for 30 years we are an

me, but the people with bigger projects, it

CUTLER:

important contributor to society. We aren't

seems to me, are spending. For awhile they

cost transparency now, where before clients

just here to (make] pretty decorative homes,

felt guilty spending money because it was

had no idea what our costs were and what

we're here to make a difference in people's

the 'wrong thing to do." But for me, all those

we were buying things for. I think everybody

lives. I think that's a message that people

little projects that were the bread and butter

now has much more access to what those

are re-evaluating.

aren't so plentiful.

prices are through the Internet.

There Is also an understanding of

Through

AMY DEVAULT, AMY DEVAULT INTERIOR DESIGN:

I think the rich people are spending money.

the last year, I [started] downsizing to

I have always had an open book with my

I think this year is probably one of the best

compensate for the lack of work that

clients. I don't charge them an hourly rate.

years I've ever had. My business has not

seemed to present itself, I did some stuff that

They know all of my costs, and I've always

FERNANDO DIAZ, FERNANDO DIAZ INTERIORS:

DAVID DALTON, DAVID DALTON, INC.:

really suffered from the downturn of the

I am now so grateful, looking at every single

treated their money like my own and I think

economy.

contract, changing insurance companies,

that's one of the reasons I'm still busy today.

There is a tremendous value now.

looking at every way to trim money. I am

If you want to remodel your house, the

going to be more profitable this year than

and less to choose from. Manufacturers are

contractors war>t work, people want to sell

when 1 was making ter> times as much

going under.Companies are merging together

raw materials. It's a great time if you have

money. I got smarter. Now, I am looking at it

to form one corporation.! think the variety

money to take advantage of the value that's

as: 'Am I profitable today with whatever

will be reduced. But something fabulous will

out there.

income I have walking into the door."

come out of it.

O'BRIEN:

1S

KATHRYN

A lot of my Clients are

rethinking how they spend their money.

and look at the way we deal with [them] in

<

WALTZER,

work twice as hard and make half as much.

MARK CUTLER, MARK CULTER DESIGN:

I

KATHRYN

INTERIOR DESIGN:

BERMAN: What

Is happening Is there is less
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Thornton Lofts
Location: Venice, CA
Designer: Michael W. Folonis Architects
Website: www.folonisarchitect.com

i

Architect Michael Folonis. FAIA, was commissioned

m

to design a 10-unit, 35,000-square-foot development
along the Venice boardwalk, providing live-work

A-

X

ft

9 ■

spaces that offer both openness and privacy, and
i

r-ii.

I'cir

seven

I

ground

floor

commercial

spaces. He

approached the mixed-use project by applying his

A

personal design philosophy based on context,
culture, technology and sustainability. "I maximized
views, took advantage of natural ventilation through

ft*

operable windows, provided individual roof decks
and concrete floors to incorporate thermal mass to
assist in heating the units in the winter,"says Folonis.
•e- ft,

[

"The entire property is designed with a conscious

4

awareness of public versus private domain, providing
privacy and security for residents, while achieving a

4^.

seamless connection within the existing urban fabric,"

I,

I

says Folonis. Inspired by Modernist theory, the
designer Incorporated large expanses of glass to

i

showcase the beautiful ocean \news and to encourage
as much natural light as possible.
The use of glass also serves a more practical
purpose, allowing the heat from the sun to absorb
into the concrete floors and warm each unit.
<r-

"(Modernist architects) knew the importance of

*

taking advantage of the Southern California climate

(

by connecting interior with exterior spaces," says
Folonis. Responding to a projects unique set of
conditions allows all factors—scale, mass, function—
to inform original solutions.
Pholograptis: Lar>e Bard«n
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Genesis Puntarenas
Location: Puntarenas, Costa Rica
Designer; LuisTavarez Arquitectos
Website: www.ltarquitectos.com
When tasked with the challenge of building a Hstory all-glass, luxury condominium building on the
Costa Rican coast, architect Luis Tavarez sought to
design a high-quality, modern structure tastefully
adapted to the ecosystem.'The location, physical
environment, the views and the nearness of the sea
and mountains are all factors that work as a source
of inspiration," says Tavarez.
Almost the entire exterior of the condominium is
built of glass, in order to connect with the stunning
landscape without any obstructions. 'Glass allowed
us to achieve the integration of the building into its
surroundings; the transparency of the glass lets us
enjoy the richness of the environment," says Tavarez.
However, aligning the surfaces of the building's
facade proved to be a challenge.The building team
consistently questioned whether metal lattice couid
become part of healthy interiors. The design team
evaluated different textures and framing systems
in order to choose the best and most beneficial
solutions for the project.
Another challenge was ensuring privacy in a
predominantly glass structure. 'In our case, with the
combination of marble and concrete, we have
managed to ensure privacy in each unit, but we
have chosen to leave their borders open," says
Tavarez.The entire project houses 40 condomini-
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The Pink Iron Gym

I

Location: West Hollywood, CA
Designer: d.mar interior design studio

ii

Website: www.dmarinteriors.com

r
\

When Mollie A.Ranize, principal designer at d.mar
interiors was approached by the owners of Pink Iron
Gym, she was asked to transform a grungy, 80s
workout space into a private women's boutique
gym."They wanted to have a fun,hip and glamorous
feminine space that really catered to the clientele
but were unsure of how to get there,' says Ranize.
Her solution was to reflect the clientele—powerful
women—in the design of the space: the result was a
contemporary gym more reminiscent of upscale
retail boutiques.
"We took every idea about commercial gyms and
threw them out the window," says Ranize.The space
f

now houses a reception area, coffee lounge, two

i
■t

weight training areas, a cardio theater, two locker
rooms outfitted with boutique-style changing

f

4,

rooms and glass-tiled showers, as well as several
>J

ii

private rooms for Pilates, group fitness, tanning and

h

j-

\

fitness assessment.

0

Special attention was paid to ongoing mainte-

A.

Ui

narxe, underscoring d.mar's commitment to environ
mentally mindful products."We focus on recycled
materials and materials that can be maintained eas

f
i

ily to reduce waste and create a longer life cycle,'
says Ranize.The designer selected 100 percent recy

tiS

cled, ModRocks clear glass pebble tile for both the

■K7-

reception desk and shower walls to mitigate environ
!

mental impact and, esthetically, to add depth and

I

give the illusion of a jewel box. As suggested by the
I

name, pink was incorporated heavily in the design
so Ranize chose crisp shades of white and silver
accents in the locker rooms to provide more bal
ance. The designer also used clear and frosted glass
windows and doors to create visual and spatial con

1

nections throughout the space.
\

\

Photo9raphs: Cheyenne ENIS
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Aerospace Corporation
Headquarters
Location: ElSegundo. CA
Designer; AECOM
Website: www.aecom.com
When AECOM was selected to design the new
175,000-square-foot Aerospace headquarters, the
designers sought a holistic approach to carry the

,|l

modern architectural exterior indoors. Incorporating
a contrasting palette of dark and light materials—
including glass, stone and lacquer—into clean, linear
planes achieved a sleek, high-tech space.
“The contrast of dark and light helps us define the
space by highlighting certain elements," says Laurel
Peters-Harrison, who served as lead designer along
with Alice Hricak. For example, the dark grey of the
lobby ceilings extend from the exterior and contrast
the stark white marble floor. The reception area
features a 'light box' that was initially born from a
need to mask a column In the middle of the lobby.
The box was constructed of lacquer panel doors on
the backside and a special projection glass—Stewart
Filmscreen Starglas 100—houses four projectors to
greet guests with digital imagery and films.
The boardroom features a massive 34-foot-long
meeting table; a sleek starphire glass top inlayed
with dark walnut sits on five stainless steel
pedestals. Twenty-six chairs from Cadre by HBF in
white Spinneybeck leather encircle the table.'Each
piece of furniture was selected to compliment the
design and was chosen by quality, scale and aesthetics,'says Peters-Harrison. Adjacent to the boardroom
is an executive dining room dubbed the "jewel box."
The glass-enclosed dining room looks out toward
the atrium allowing natural light to filter into the space.
Photographs; LaurH PMers-Harnson
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East West Bank
Location; Pasadena. CA
Designer; TheThonnpson Collaborative
Website: www.ttcdesign.com
The new flagship branch was designed to serve a
unique purpose; to showcase an art collection
acquired through collaboration with the Museum of
Contemporary Art (MOCA).To this end, the client
wanted to create a professional atmosphere for
banking activities while also serving as a space for
community events and art tours. Lastly, the art had
to be housed in a museum quality environment to
adequately preserve the work until it is transported
to its ultimate home at the MOCA galleries.
The designers envisioned a space that was both
simple and dramatic, using glass as a key design
element to accomplish several different tasks, including:
installing an 18-foot-high structural glass arch
facade to frame the space, incorprorating textured
glass panels to create privacy and frameless glass
entries that allowed office faces to serve as art plinth
walls on the exterior side.The original building
was Charles Moore’s last design and considered a
‘registered” project, which required special negotia
tions in order to complete the new vision for the space.
The arched glass windows create a dramatic setting
at night,turning the bank into an evening art gallery
for the strolling public.The breezeway was specifically
designed to accommodate larger artwork; and
pedestrians walking along the exterior arcade can
view six pieces from the collection. Floating panels
outfitted with museum-quality lighting overcome the
structural height changes in the building to illumi
nate the artwork.The designers also incorporated
glass-like acrylic materials to wrap the existing
structural columns.
Photogfaphs; JoTin Edward Lmdeo
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Architect Annie Chu and interior designer Kay Kollar collaboratively restored Harwell Hamilton Harris'1950s design. In addition to creating
a seamless interplay between structure and interiors, the pair envisioned significant additions inspired by the original home, such as an
office/screening room that opens out to the pool.The organic color palette flows throughout, extending even to the outdoor furniture.

<
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restorations ar>d additions to the Harold English

palette and exploring 250 sample tones.

that cantilevers out from the southern end of

home's architectural bones and its interiors.

Using the Plochere Color System. Kollar con

the property.

Their approach is comprehensive, and extends

structed nuanced gradations of greens,

The duo also worked with Chu's associate

from their faithful re-imagining of the original

browns, rusts and oranges. The result: rooms

Michael MatteuccI, landscape architect Jay

architect's airy Modernism. "The home was

defined by elegant and inviting families of

Griffith and designers, such as rugmaker

completely dilapidated,"saysChu."But Kay and

colors for the many shapes, panels, lines, not

V'soske. But it's clear that it is Chu and Kollar’s

I responded with a commitment to the original

to rrrention furniture, window frames, tiles,

vision that radiates throughout the 7,000-

vision of the house, and along the way the lan

rugs, custom cabinetry and other woodwork.

square-foot home, The two women's creative

"We arrived at a telescoping of the earth

symbiosis resulted in a 2006 National

Typically, an architect concentrates on the

tones surrounding the home, in a palette that

A!A Interior Architecture Award for their

non-movable elements of a building, while

is current and not just a reflection of the

achievements on the project.They have also

the interior designer handies the movable

Modern period,'says Kollar.This transformation

collaborated on a primarily interiors project

parts. But the Harold English home reveals

required many ongoing conversations with

for Revlon UCLA Breast Center, and have

the close relationship between the two fields,

the home's owner in which Chu and Kollar

taught a class, "Interiors and Colors for

and underscores just how crucial collaboration

endorsed each other's decisions. "We both

Environmental Design,’at Art Center College

can prove."You canrrot just design an interior,"

respect each other's work, and this bolsters

of Design in Pasadena.

says Chu. "There Is a complete continuum

our proposals to the client,"adds Kollar.

guage created by Harris has been expanded.'

For Chu, the key to successful collaboration
requires respect for each

"There is a continuum between architecture and interior
design, down to the art objects and furniture." -a

other's work and a shared
gfsensibility.“Of course, peo
ple expand and change,"
she says. "But we have
grown together on projects

II

between architecture and Interior design,
right down to the art objects and furniture."

Remarkably, the pair says there have been
few disagreements between them. Chu's firm

such as this [one] even as we have developed
our individual esthetics."

Color is just one example of this interplay.

helms the construction budget, while Kollar is

Generally, it is the larger enterprises that

The home is composed of massive geometric

responsible for the furnishing budget. But

offer the financial resources for the dual

volumes criss-crossed with lines,and the varied

even this arrangement requires navigating

approach of the Harold English house. And

ceiling heights cause perspectives to shift

crossover expenses. The construction budget

yet, it is much more effective, Chu says, "for

from room to room. As Chu was analyzing

includes many items primarily under Kollar’s

the vision to be created coliaboratively,

and reconstructing these shapes, they called

purview, such as the hand-cut bathroom tiles.

rather than first with one person's vision

for a continuity of color throughout the

For each bathroom, Kollar chose a different

and then someone else jumping into the

home, but not a numbing sameness. At the

shade of tile in the sarr>e brick-size shape.

conversation." Even smaller projects such as
apartments can benefit from it.‘More and

same time, the palette needed to respond to

Under such a holistic approach, the strictly

the hillside setting just as the entire home

"Interior" focus of an Interior designer

more my interiors are like this, conceived as

complements its environment. Kollar under

expands. Kollar, for example, co-conceived

a whole with the architect," says Kollar.

took the yearlong research and planning that

major outdoor elements, such as the color of

"It requires a lot of mutual support and

included unearthing architect Harris'original

the pool and a distinctive promontory space

dedication,"adds Chu. ■

Chu and Kollar transformed the liome's top-floor painting studio into an office. All the new finishes - including cabinets and windcv.
frames - complement the classic modern furmtuie.and vice versa. Kollar describes the color scheme as telescoping frorii shades in the
surrounding hillsides above Beverly Hills.
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The Mexican Master of

z
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A seasoned practitioner at age 43,
Ezequiel Farca is part of a new
generation of Mexican architects
and designers who are challenging
tired stereotypes of their country
and thinking globally. Understated
luxury is a common theme of his
residential interiors, which are
tailored to each site and to the
client's singular taste, but share an
emphasis

on

serenity,

simple

forms, and a subdued palette. "It's
important to understand how people
live to get the right sense of direction,"
says Farca. "Design should have
enduring quality with no need for
constant updates."
Educated as an industrial designer in his
native Mexico City, Farca secured a master's
degree and PhD in architecture in Barcelona;
and while in Spain he absorbed the creative
spirit of Catalonia. He established his epony
mous studio in Mexico City in 1995 and now
employs about thirty young industrial,
graphic and interior designers, as well as
architects.'! try to fill the studio with really
creative people—I'm past the stage of want
ing to do everything myself,'says Farca. “I
direct but they are encouraged to express
themselves. We have brainstorming sessions
at the beginning and then a project team
develops the concept."
Recent work includes the Acqua Tower
lobby and penthouse, and public spaces for
the new Hotel Encanto—both in Acapulco—
a second home in the colonial town of
Tepoztian, as well as exemplary interiors in
Mexico City for the Virreyes house and
Segundo Muelle restaurant.The recession has
halted most commercial projects; until
recently, they constituted half the workload.
However, Farca's projects are not tethered to

BY MICHAEL WEBB
Farca playfully illumitiates the interiors at

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL CZITROM

the Hotel Encanto in Acapulco.
Z
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O
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The goal is not to impose my ideas but to
respect what the architects have done."-FARCA

the earth, he also designs for the clouds.

strating the studio's versatility in the creation

Aeromexico commissioned new interiors for

of products.

and a commitment to practical aesthetics
have won many clients and referrals. Affluent

its fleet, and the studio created fabrics,

Parca has collaborated with Enrique Norten,

young families are turning away from the

carpets, lighting, graphics and tableware for

Teodoro Gonzalez de Leon and other leading

antique Spanish and French d^cor they

the prototype.

Mexican architects."The goal is not to impose

inherited from their parents.They don't need

Farca launched his career as the director of

my ideas but to respect what the architects

period trappings as a badge of status, and

a furniture showroom and his studio designs

have done," he says.'We try to understand

they seek the same cool, relaxed style they've

about 80 percent of the furnishings featured

and then to interpret their spaces as the

enjoyed on their travels abroad. For them,

in its commissions. Exemplary pieces include

architect might have done If he had the time

Aman resorts serve as inspiring modelsrquality

the sensuously curved Zihue lounger in

and special skills. Most of them would rather

service coupled with low-key interiors. Farca

wickerwork or slats of renewable wood, the

devote their creative energies to the next job,

cites theVirreyes house as an example of how

Stanza line of bathroom fittings and the V2

rather than hang around on a completed

clients want to shed unnecessary baggage. A

collection of glassware, which was nominated

project,choosing fabrics and furniture.'

young couple with children had owned their

for the top German design award, demon

opposite:

That sensitivity to architectural integrity

Elegance does not compromise hospitality in the dining room,

this page,

LEft:

Wood finishes achieve a sophisticated yet warm environment, right: Farca blurs the lines
between the exterior and interior with floor to ceiling bamboo louvers.

French traditional home for fifteen years.

OPPOSITE AND THIS PAGE: Fdrca incorporated a clean palette of natural materials, marble
and resin to imbue the Acqua Tower Lobby with contemporary warmth

yet whole sections of the house were largely

Mexican satellite, Segundo Muelle, was to

light to filter down to the foyer. In contrast to
this atmospheric showcase, Farca created

ignored because they had no connection to

occupy the fourth floor of a large building in

the family's lifestyle. Farca gave it a new level

the smart Santa Fe neighborhood where

subtly understated interiors for the Encanto

of comfort and elegance, transforming a

Farca has his office. The owner wanted to

boutique hotel in Acapulco, deferring to the

library without books into a media room and

reproduce the nets, buoys and pictorial

beauty of the coastline.The furnishings are

creating welcoming spaces for relaxation and

menus that had brought him success in Lima.

minimal, and drama is reserved for the lighting.

entertaining.

Farca explained that the same approach

"We behave like psychologists, listening to

Although Farca's work is guided by his

wouldn't serve a sophisticated clientele, and

clients' concerns and helping them resolve

citents’taste and vision, he shapes his projects

proposed an abstraction of the nautical

problems,'explains Farca. By identifying their

to the context so that they can thrive. His

theme. He developed a new concept that may

needs, and those of the users, he infuses his

studio performed this service for a Peruvian

be a model for future branches, employing

work with enduring value that benefits his

client, who wanted to establish a branch of

board-form concrete for the floor, stacked

clients for years to come. ■

his popular seafood restaurant in Mexico City.

wood boards and multicolored Merida tiles

The original is a dive in the docks of Lima; the

on the walls, and a water feature that allows

s
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A(A Contract Documents, the industry standard for 120 years, is the most trusted source for your contract needs.

AIA Contract Documents are the most widely accepted and understood in the industry. The 2010 update of AiA’s
most frequently used agreements Is available in a variety of easy-to-use electronic and paper formats. The intuitive
Microsoft* Word-based software option gives you the most trusted, comprehensive suite of editable documents
available, To find out more, visit us oniine at www.aiacontractdocuments.org/architect.
AIA Contract Documents are available for purchase through \\ \ Los Ang6l6S.
Visit our website www.aia/osangefes.org and click on “Download the 2010 AIA Documents price list and
order form” to begin creating your order.

AI A Contract Documents
UK INI>US1 RY STANDARD.

2010 Update
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LOS RNGELES
The U.S. Green Building Council
Los Angeles Chapter (USGBC-LA)
We are a high-performing nonprofit organization incorporated in 2002 by
a motivated and diverse group of individuals with a common interest in
environmental conservation.
The USGBC-LA expresses a commitment to making the greater Los Angeles
area a better place to live through smarter planning, better public policy, and
environmental strategies.

USGBC-LA would like to thank our
Platinum Founding Sponsors for their continued support.
S A V I N •

^RI.RE.

I

NECA
LOS ANGELES

LOCAL 11

BENTLEY PRINCE STREET
U. S. Green Building Council-Los Angeles Chapter
444 S. Flower Street. Suite 525, Los Angeles, CA 90071
213.689.9707 www.usgbc-la.org

CREDITS
Thornton Lofts

Aerospace Corporation Headquarters

PRINCIPAL; Mkhael W. Folonis, FAIA

INTERIORS: Alice Hricak. AIA, LEED AP (Design Principal);

DESIGN TEAM; Julian Ohimaier, Homer Bernal. Jennifer YanaTracey Bremer, Rudy Gorualez
CONSULTANTS; Pamela Burton and Company, Landscape Architects;
Peter Erderlyi and Associates, Structural Engineer; Arup, Acoustics;
Donn C. Gilmore and Associates, MEP; PSOMAS, Civil Engineers
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Morley Builders
CLIENT: Venice Lofts LLC,Larry Field. Werner Scharff, Ann Kathryn Everest
PHOTOGRAPHER; Lane Barden

Laurel Peters-Harrison, CID, IIDA, LEED AP (Lead Designer)

ARCHITECT\JRE ICORE & SHELL); Cory TKktin, AIA, LEED AP (Arcfiitecture, Lead Designer);
Steve ZitTwrierman, AIA. NCARB, LEED AP (Architecture Principal/ Project Manager)
LiCHTiNO CONSULTANT: HL6 Lighting Design, Inc., (John Dunn)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS; AECOM Mechanical & Plumbing Engineers,
KMA Consulting Engineers
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS; OMB Electrical Engineers
ACOUSTIC CONSULTANT; Martin Newsom & Assoc., LLC

Genesis Puntarenas

LIGHTING CONSULTANT; HL6 Lighting Design, Inc.

DESIGN TEAM; LT ARQUUECTOS
ENGINEERS: Luls Amador, Pablo Gutierrez. Natalia Alvarado, Augusto Alvarado

SIGNAGE CONSULTANT: Kaminski Kaneko Design
CONTRACTOR; W.E. O'Neil

CONTRACTORS; EDS Constructor Company, ENG Eduardo Segura
CONSULTANTS: LIc. Gerardo Vargas, Environmental consultant;

CLIENT: The Aerospace Corporation

Sharon Byfield. Condominium consultant

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT; Swlnerton Management & Consulting
PHOTOGRAPHER; Ldurel Peters-Harrison

CLIENT; CASPI INTERNATIONAL / Michael Caspi

East West Bank

Pink Iron Gym

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL OESION TEAM

DESIGN TEAM: Mollie A. Ranize, d.mar interiors
CONSULTANTS IFITNESS CONSULTANTS!; B&B Fitness, Barry Klein and Bob Bishop
ENGINEERS; Hanbali & Associates Consulting Engineers (HACE),
LIGHTING: Mollie A, Ranize, d-rrsar interiors

THE THOMPSON COLLABORATIVE: Claire S. Thompson, IlOA, CIO, Principal;
Christopher Grantham, Andre Teixeira
HOLTZ ARCHITECTURE: Donald Holtz, AIA, Principal
PATRICK B. QUIGLEY & ASSOC.; Lisa Piana

CONTRACTOR: Gerry Landis.Zia Construction
CLIENTS; Rick Robles, Meg Robles and Holly Holton

ARC ENGINEERING: Muhanrtad Abdulhamid, PE, PrirKipal

PHOTOGRAPHER; Cheyenne Ellis

CLIENT; East West Back
CONTRACTOR; John Gordon, Gordon Construction
SUBCONTRACTORS: Qroux Glass, Inc, Greg Pleysiec A-Z Construction Enterproses, IrK. (Millwork)
PHOTOGRAPHER: John Edward Linden Photography
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pioneering design

Navigator Cross-media

FORMMAG.NET HAS RELAUNCHED!

Register to explore new online features
Receive invites I
monthly newsletter,
and be part of the

Qualifying industry

FORM community
of news, opinion

professionals will
receive FORM'S Industry

and commentary.

Comp digital magazine
with registration.

ADVERTISING, inquiries please call or email;

Joe Cloninger, Associate Publisher
818.551.1073 joe@formmag.net

kinlroiludmofamemiiiemsile
www.g7prinl.(om

SOURCE
Shade Sails

Genie Scientific

Shade Sails is a leader in providing
design, engineering and fabrication

Now you can have the same caliber industrial

of tertsile fabric shade structures.
These soaring shade structures can
float over eating or play areas. Custom
designed for each application, they
can be attached to existing structures
or to columns.

metal furniture that was previously exclusive
to the laboratory industry. We have rolled our
30 years of trusted experience into creating
and manufacturing innovative designs for
desired settings at home, ofTtce, movie sets,
and lofts to name a few. We know what we're
doing arid we'll get it dorw together, from
concept to delivery.

www.shadesails.com
shadesails@charter.net
562.945.99S2

www.geniescientific.com
contact@geniescientific.com
800.545.8816

Oevermont Design Group

Stacy Dukes

We pick up where you leave olt

LoTideis first in a series of seating elements

Devermont Design Group, Inc., with over
20 years interiors experience, is looking

along'The Strand'in Manhattan Beach.The
benches are made of recycled post-industrial

to collaborate with emerging and other
architects to provide clients with fully

ceramic material, proven to be highly resistant

completed projects.We will work with
you in the planning stages and/or follow
through with colors, materials, interior

to any damage and virtually maintenancefree. Stacy Dukes Design creates solution
driven products with work focusing on green
and sustainable R&D. In the spirit of green.

details, art, or furnishings.
Affiliate Programs Available.

stacy@stacydukescfesign.com
714.241.9144

Beth Devermont, ASID.CID
devdizn@gmail.com, 310.472.6449

Repurpose

Compostables Inc.

Repurpose* Compostables Inc. is a bioplastic
manufacturing, sales, and distribution agency
offering a full line of high-end compostable

Cami Systems
imagination ■» innovation

:rea‘ . ■

Cami Systems architectural and structural

products including cups and utensils. Repurpose

products and trusses are modular, recyclable,
easily transported and installed. They offer

also works to retrofit any traditionally petroleum

economical solutions for straight, curved,

based product with a bioplastic alternative at a

compound curved,and multi-dimensional
architectural and entertainment challenges.

competitive price.
www.repurposenow.com
brian@repurposenow.com
800.615.6476

JakeClaypool
www.camisystems.com
310.962.7459

EnviroGLAS

Classic Design

EnviroGLAS converts recycled glass and porcelain into
elegant, sustainable hard surfaces and landscaping

Established in 1986,Classic Design
has grown into one of the most sought

materials. Unique mixtures of glass and porcelain

after custom design and upholstery
services in Los Angeles. We perform a

are combined with custom colored epoxy resin,
then poured by hand to create exquisite terrazzo
applications for flooring, walls, counters ar>d tabletops.
EnviroGLAS surfaces are low maintenance, extremely

wide-range of services, from custom
furniture and interiors, wall upholstery

durable, have a lifecycle of over 40 years and contribute

and draperies, restoration and repair,
and custom accessories for all residential

to 8 or more LEED credits.

and commercial spaces.

www.eflviroglasproductsxom

www.classkdesignla.com
info@dasskdesignla.com

972.608.3790

310.324.1600

ReYOND THE GRID

SierraPine MDF

Richard Lehman, CID, shares a few of his favorite sustainable, locally sourced products
For more than 50 years, Env<ronetics has

do not contain mercury, helps us optimize our

and require minimal care. When considering

been designing innovative custom interiors

sustainability goals. We recently incorporated

steel we avoid chrome because of its impact on

in

Angeles, creating each space to reflect

Powerplus L575 RG8W by ColorGlo LED display

the environment so instead we use prolished

their client's core values.The company is deeply

lighting behind the frosted glass at the

stainless steel. We do whatever we can to

committed to incorporating sustainable,

Insomniac Games offices, and programmed

source it locally as well as using a good

eco-friendly products into its projects. Here,

the lights to cycle through a specific set of

fabricator that is able to create our custom

Richard Lehman. Director of Design, offers

color changes.

vision with seamless execution. We sometimes

PORCELAIN TILE

it with an environmentally friendly clear sealer.

Los

his take on indispensible products.

like to let unfinished steel rust and then coat

5IERRAP1NE MDF

Porcelain tile is a hard, strong, dense, long

That Is a beautiful, warm, natural, appearance

This product is a standard in our office and is

lasting material.lt is available in a wide variety

we love to see on walls and furniture.

a great substrate for millwork. It has multi

of colors, textures, and styles, plus low life

faceted benefits: low emitting,formaldehyde

cycle costs. When we specify products, we try

GLASS

free binding system.a high amount of recycled

to look at the big picture considering its total

Glass is an amazing and versatile material.

content and it is available in an array of choices

life, not just how it affects our clients in the

It provides another dimension, filter, or

such as for high moisture or flame retardant

immediate future. We used TEI-PORC-Metakler

experience. It can be etched, painted, coated,

applications. It is flexible and easy to use,

Porcelain from Tile Emporium International,

tempered,doubled,or laminated.lt can bring

readily available and they have a great

Inc.on the elevator lobby floor and the elevator

light in and diffuse it. It is easy to source

customer service staff that retains your spec

door wall at lnsomniac.lt is similar in appearance

locally, highly recyclable, and timeless. We

ifications and standards.

to the stainless steel used on the interior of

love using it in all types of spaces. The new

the elevators, and we liked the metallic

crop of glass films and sandwiched materials

LED LIGHTING

nature of the finish because it reflects the

has given us so much latitude in exploring

Light Emitting Diodes have come a long

architectural lighting.

the nature and potential of glass. Usually, we

way. We love employing this highly efficient

O
<

S
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choose an appropriate structural configuration

technology now available In a wide array of

STEEL

of the glass and then consider the finish and

applications, color temperatures and options,

Steel and aluminum are wonderful materials.

texture. As for suppliers, we look for those

making its use a no-brainer. This coupled

They give the feel and security of longevity,

that are local and provide good service, such

with the fact that LED's have long lives and

and at the same time, they are easily recycled

as Pulp Studios. ■

Quality
> Wolfgang Puck Restaurant "Cut
Richard Meier & Partners
CONSTRUCTION

Phoio. Kevin Sobmso"

SPARK
modern fires

Fires That Inspire

As the leader in modern
gas fireplaces, our mission is to offer fires that Inspire. Whether indoor or outdoor,
from 2' to 8', vented or vent-free, our award-winning fireplaces create relaxed
gathering spaces. See our photo gallery of inspirational installations at

www.sparkfires.com

or contact us directly at

866.938.3846

